A. BOOKS (Located at the General Collection Shelves near the Circulation Section)


27. Madsen, Susanne. (2015). The power of project leadership: 7 keys to help you transform from project manager to project leader. London; Philadelphia, PA:


40. Measuring ROI in healthcare: tools and techniques to measure the impact


B. NON-PRINT (CD’s, DVD’s, VHS) (Located at the Information Commons Section)


C. ELECTRONIC BOOKS

**Gale E-Reference**


2. E-Collaboration in Modern Organizations: Initiating and Managing Distributed Projects, 2008

Taylor & Francis


5. Management Consulting Today and Tomorrow: Perspectives and Advice from 27 Leading World Experts, 2010

6. Global Supply Chain Management and International Logistics, 2009


D. E-JOURNALS at EBSCOHOST ONLINE DATABASE

http://search.ebscohost.com

1. Business Case Journal
   Bibliographic Records: 07/01/2006 To Present
   Full Text: 07/01/2006 To Present

2. Project Management Development - Practice & Perspectives
   Bibliographic Records: 01/01/2014 To Present
   Full Text: 01/01/2014 To Present

3. Project Management Journal
   Bibliographic Records: 06/01/1997 To Present
   Full Text: 09/01/1998 To Present

   Bibliographic Records: 01/01/2016 To Present
   Full Text: 01/01/2016 To Present
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